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Abstract—Sharing genomic databases is critical to the collab-
orative research in computational biology. A shared database is
more informative than specific GWAS statistics as it enables “do-
it-yourself” calculations. Constructed genomic databases involve
intellectual efforts from the curator and sensitive information
of participants, thus when sharing the databases with others, the
curator (database owner) should be able to prevent unauthorized
redistributions and protect individuals’ genomic data. As it
becomes increasingly common for a same database be shared with
multiple recipients, the shared database should also be robust
against collusion attack, where malicious recipients combine their
individual versions of received database to forge a pirated copy
with the hope that none of them can be traced back.

We propose to develop a novel steganographic scheme to
achieve both copyright protection and privacy preservation guar-
antees for the shared genomic databases by inserting random
fingerprint bit-strings (steganographic marks) into each shared
copy. In a nutshell, the proposed scheme attains local differential
privacy of fingerprinted genomic databases by leveraging the
intrinsic randomness of the fingerprint marks. To defend against
collusion attacks, we augment Gen-Scope with the Tardos codes,
which is a powerful traitor tracing techniques to mitigate collu-
sion attacks by identifying the colluders with high probability.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent decades, gigantic amounts of genomic data
have been generated and collected at a unprecedented rate
in Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) to discover the
associations between phenotypes and particular traits or hu-
man diseases. Moreover, the implementation and sharing of
genomic databases, e.g., the single nucleotide polymorphism
database (dbSNP) [1], has significantly advanced the collabora-
tive research on physical mapping, population genetics, human
biology, and modern medicine.

While the benefits of collecting genomes and construct-
ing genomic databases are trumpeted by the computational
biology community, the increased availability of such data
has raised concerns about the data owners’ copyright and
the data contributors’ privacy. Thus, an owner of genomic
database will only share its data to authorized recipients, e.g.,
service providers (SPs) like hospitals and research institutions
to prevent illegal redistribution of data. On the other hand,
genomic data contains sensitive features that can be used to
identify individuals (via forensics), connect to other family
members (via kinship), and infer individuals’ health condition
(associating SNPs with diseases) [2]. The database owner is
also obligated to protect the privacy of the individuals (data

contributors). Besides, it is noteworthy that the GDPR lists
genetic data as “special categories of personal data” that is
subject organizational and technical safeguards.

The motivation of this work is to develop a feasible ge-
nomic database sharing scheme to provide researchers access
to genomic data for the purposes of collaborative research and
“do-it-yourself” calculations. The developed scheme should
have both copyright protection and privacy preservation guar-
antees for the shared genomic databases. We focus on the
sharing of the entire genomic database instead of answering
specific GWAS statistics (e.g., correlation between genome
pairs). This is because in a typical GWAS process, the re-
searchers do not know in advance which genome pairs to use
and what types of statistical tests to query [3].

II. SYSTEM, PROPERTIES, THREATS, AND METHODS

In general, a genomic database recipient (SP) can be any
of the following: (1) an honest party who will use the received
dbSNP to perform GWAS, (2) an attacker who wants to make
illegal profits by changing some entries in its received database
and making pirate copies of it, or (3) a curious party who
tries to infer the original genome values. Thus, our system is
designed to achieve the following properties

• (i) high utility for the fingerprinted database in order
to support accurate GWAS,

• (ii) copyright protection to discourage illegal redistri-
bution, i.e., to successfully extract a malicious SP’s
fingerprint (even if it tries to distort the fingerprint
in its received database to mitigate detection), when
identifying a pirated version of the released database,

• (iii) local differential privacy guarantee against at-
tributes inference attacks, i.e., a data analyst cannot
infer the original value of each genomic data.

From the perspective of malicious SPs, their goals are to

• (a) illegally redistribute received genomic database
(i.e., make pirated copies by launching various attacks
targeting the inserted fingerprint bit-string) without
being accused by the database owner, and/or launch
inference attack aiming to recover the original values
of genomc in its received copy,

• (b) preserve database utility to gain illegal profit.



We show the overview of the system model (using dbSNP
as an example) in Figure 1. We represent the genomic database
owned by Alice as R. She wants to share R with N SPs
(e.g., to receive specific services, to help researchers, or for
collaborative research). To prevent unauthorized redistribution
of the database by a malicious SP, Alice embeds unique
fingerprints in all shared copies of the dbSNP. The fingerprint
essentially changes different entries in R at different SNP
positions (indicated by the yellow dots). The fingerprint (a
binary bit-string) generated for the ith SP (SPi) is denoted as
fSPi

, and the dbSNP received by SPi is represented as R̃SPi
.

In Figure 1, if SPi forges a pirated dbSNP, i.e., R, by changing
some values (indicated by the red dots) in its received copy,
i.e., R̃SPi , Alice will be able to accuse SPi for data leakage
with high probability by extracting fSPi

from R. In addition
to the copyright protection, Alice also preserves the privacy of
SNP data and maintain high utility for the shared database.

Fig. 1: Alice adds a unique fingerprint in each copy of her dbSNP R when sharing.
The inserted fingerprint changes entries at different locations (the yellow dots) in R. She
is able to identify the malicious SP who pirates and redistributes her database using a
distorted fingerprint. All shared dbSNP copies achieve local DP and fingerprint robustness.

Methods. To achieve both copyright protection and privacy
preservation for genomic databases, a straightforward two-step
approach is to insert fingerprint into a differential-privately
sanitized genome. However, it will significantly reduce the util-
ity of the final genomic databases, because it requires adding
separate noises to achieve the two guarantees; first adding noise
to attain privacy guarantee, then, adding additional noise (via
fingerprinting) to obtain copyright guarantee.

By building upon our previous solutions [4], [5], [6],
we propose Gen-Scope, which shares genomic databases
and simultaneously achieve copyright protection and privacy
preservation via one-shot noise (fingerprint) insertion. The
fingerprint is a binary and steganographic marks, and is
obtained by a message authentication code (MAC) involving a
cryptographic hash function, a secret cryptographic key and the
identity of the recipient. In Gen-Scope, the inserted fingerprint
can also be used to protect the privacy of the genomic data. The
key idea is to leverage the intrinsic randomness of fingerprint
insertion and transform it into a provable privacy guarantee. In
particular, we first observe that fingerprint insertion essentially
flips each bit of a genomic data randomly, and this leads to the
value of that genome being changed with certain probability,
then from which, we can derive the privacy guarantee in the
form of local differential privacy (LDP) [7]. Since Gen-Scope
only inserts noise once, the final database will have high utility.

As it has been increasingly common for a database owner
to share its data with various recipients. The inserted finger-
prints may still be compromised by collusion attack, where
multiple malicious recipients combine their individual versions
of fingerprinted databases to forge a pirated copy with the
hope that none of them can be traced back. To achieve
robustness against collusion attacks, we improve Gen-Scope
by incorporating the Tardos code [8], which is one of the
most powerful techniques to fight against collusion attacks by
identifying the colluders with very high probability.

Additionally, we will also analyze the required fraction of
changed genomic data entries for our proposed Gen-Scope and
the two-stage approach (local differentially private perturbation
followed by fingerprinting) to achieve the required privacy
and copyright guarantees. Then, we will theortically estab-
lish the relationships between privacy, utility, and fingerprint
robustness, i.e., derive the closed-from expression between ϵ
(privacy budget), robustness metrics, database utility metrics,
and the number of colluders participating in collusion along
with the probabilities of falsely accuse innocent SPs and failed
to accuse one of the colluders.

III. CONCLUSION

In this poster, we have proposed Gen-Scope, which is the
first genomic database fingerprinting scheme that can simul-
taneously achieve copyright protection, privacy preservation,
and accurate value (utility) when sharing genomic databases.
Gen-Scope attains LDP by leveraging the intrinsic randomness
during fingerprint insertion. We also discussed how to improve
Gen-Scope to defend against collusion attacks.
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• Sharing genomic databases is critical to the collaborative research in computational 
biology. Shared databases are more informative than GWAS statistics as it enables “do-
it-yourself" calculations. 

• Constructed genomic databases involve intellectual efforts from the curator and sensitive 
information of participants, thus when sharing the databases with others, the curator 
(database owner) should be able to 
1. maintain high utility for the shared database in order to support accurate GWAS,
2. protect copyright to discourage illegal redistribution, trace the source of data leakage, 

and accuse malicious party with evidence 
3. preserve the privacy of genomic data entries.

• A malicious genomic database receiver may want to 
1. illegally redistribute received copy without being accused by the owner, and/or 

launch inference attack aiming to recover the original values of genome,
2. preserve database utility to gain illegal profit.

• Develop a novel privacy-preserving steganography scheme which achieves both 
privacy and liability guarantees on the shared genomic database while only slightly
reduces the genomic database utility.

Motivation
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Preliminary results

• Propose the first privacy-preserving genomic database fingerprinting scheme
• Robust against collusion attack
• Outperform two-stage approaches

• Cumulative privacy loss control when database is repeatedly shared
• Utility boosting considering biological features

Conclusion and Future Work

• Simple attacks: random bit flipping, subset (superset) attack
• Correlation attack [1,2]: leveraging the correlation among 

genomic data entries 

• Collusion attack [3]: malicious recipients combine their 
individual versions of received database to forge a pirated 
copy with the hope that none of them can be traced back

Threats against steganographic marks

• Leverage the intrinsic randomness of fingerprint 
insertion and transform it into a provable privacy 
guarantee. 
• fingerprint insertion essentially flips each bit of a SNP 

data randomly, and this leads to the value of that SNP 
being changed with certain probability

• connect randomness to LDP

• Incorporate the Tardos code [4], one of the most 
powerful techniques to fight against collusion attacks by 
identifying the colluders with very high probability

• Calibrate 𝑡 with 𝜖 (LDP budget)
• Connect database utility, 𝑡, 𝜖, robustness metrics, 

colluder size, probability of innocent party being falsely 
accused, and probability of one colluder is not accused

Methodology

Proposed System Model
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